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Almost half of holidaymakers have experienced guilt about flying
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Support for frequent flier levy
Figure 7: Attitudes towards the cost of flying, November 2019
Most travellers think companies should pay to make holidays more sustainable, but 39% are prepared to pay more
Half of holidaymakers think ‘Fairtrade’-style labelling would nudge them into more ethical decisions
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THE MARKET – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
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2019 looks like another record year for holidays…
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…but record growth brings new problems
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UK commits to net zero by 2050
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Low fares and over-capacity have fuelled rise in air travel
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Aviation emissions – UK
Carbon offsetting continues to be controversial
Cruise/ferry operators are launching cleaner vessels
Green Speed rail could open up aviation alternatives
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Reducing emissions and recycling are seen as the leading priorities
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Decarbonisation and recycling are seen as the biggest ethical travel priorities overall
Poverty reduction is a leading priority for long-haul travellers
Figure 16: Ethical travel priorities, November 2019
Travellers are positive about sustainable hotel practices but often forget to recycle
Green holidays can be a catalyst for lifestyle changes
ATTITUDES TOWARDS FLYING
Six in 10 holidaymakers travel by air
Figure 17: Transport modes used for holiday, November 2019
22% of air travellers are ‘frequent holiday fliers’
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Almost half of holidaymakers have experienced flight guilt
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18% of recent holiday fliers expect to reduce/stop flying in the next five years
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Conflicted travellers
37% of travellers under 40 agree the cost of flying should increase
38% of holidaymakers support a frequent flier levy
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS ETHICAL TRAVEL
39% of travellers say they’d be willing to pay extra for an ethical holiday
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ETHICAL TRAVEL IN THE LOCAL DESTINATION
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Travel brands need to adapt to flexitarian trend
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